
 

EXECUTIVE BOARD – 24 FEBRUARY 2015 
   

Subject: Nottingham Local Flood Risk Management Strategy 
 

Corporate 
Director(s)/ 
Director(s): 

David Bishop, Corporate Director of Development 
Sue Flack, Director of Planning and Transport  

Portfolio Holder(s): Councillor Jane Urquhart, Portfolio Holder for Planning and 
Transport 

Report author and 
contact details: 

Fay Bull, Flood Mitigation Manager 
fay.bull@nottinghamcity.gov.uk    0115 8765516 

Key Decision               Yes        No Subject to call-in      Yes           No 

Reasons:  Expenditure  Income  Savings of £1,000,000 or 
more taking account of the overall impact of the decision 

 Revenue   Capital  

Significant impact on communities living or working in two or more 
wards in the City  

 Yes      No  

Total value of the decision: £0.00 (spend to be presented to Executive Board for agreement at 
a later date once the Grant Aid settlement from central Government is confirmed) 

Wards affected: All (City-wide) Date of consultation with Portfolio 
Holder(s): 19 November 2014 

Relevant Council Plan Strategic Priority:   

Cutting unemployment by a quarter  

Cut crime and anti-social behaviour  

Ensure more school leavers get a job, training or further education than any other City  

Your neighbourhood as clean as the City Centre  

Help keep your energy bills down  

Good access to public transport  

Nottingham has a good mix of housing  

Nottingham is a good place to do business, invest and create jobs  

Nottingham offers a wide range of leisure activities, parks and sporting events  

Support early intervention activities  

Deliver effective, value for money services to our citizens  

Summary of issues (including benefits to citizens/service users):  
The Nottingham Local Flood Risk Management Strategy outlines the future actions that the City 
Council proposes to deliver, subject to funding, to reduce the risk of flooding to citizens. This 
report summarises the background to the Strategy and seeks approval to take the Strategy to 
Full Council to become an adopted City Council Strategy. 

Exempt information: 
None 

Recommendation(s):  

1 To endorse the Nottingham Local Flood Risk Management Strategy and refer the Strategy to 
Full Council for approval 

2 To note that the future funding and a proposed programme of implementing capital measures 
will be presented to Executive Board at a later date once central Government has confirmed 
the City Council’s Flood Defence Grant in Aid settlement 

 
1 REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS  

 

1.1 The Local Flood Risk Management Strategy must be adopted by the City 

Council. Members of the Nottingham and Nottinghamshire Strategic Flood 

Risk Management Board have been consulted throughout the development of 
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the Strategy and were invited to comment on draft versions. As the Board is 

not a formal Committee that is listed in the Constitution it cannot approve the 

Strategy. The Strategy affects all Wards and must be approved by Full 

Council. 

 

1.2 The Department for Food, Agriculture and Rural Affairs (Defra) is working with 

the Environment Agency to develop a six year Medium Term Plan for 

investment in flood risk management measures. A number of bids were 

submitted to Defra for consideration and indicative funding was allocated. 

Following the Autumn Statement there have been numerous changes to the 

indicative Medium Term Plan due to changes in the amount of funding 

available nationally. It is anticipated that the final partnership funding 

settlement will be communicated before the General Election. Once 

confirmed, the partnership funding strategy for capital schemes will be 

presented to Executive Board. 

 

2 BACKGROUND (INCLUDING OUTCOMES OF CONSULTATION) 
 
2.1 Introduction The Flood and Water Management Act 2010 clarified and amended 

the roles and responsibilities of organisations involved in flood risk management 
and introduced a significant new role for Nottingham City Council as ‘Lead Local 
Flood Authority’ (LLFA). The new responsibilities introduced include: 

 Managing flood risk from ‘local’ sources, which includes surface water, minor 
(‘ordinary’) watercourses and groundwater, 

 Developing, maintaining, applying and monitoring a strategy for local 
flood risk management (a ‘local flood risk management strategy’), 

 Investigating flood incidents to identify the organisation with relevant 
flood risk management functions, 

 Developing and maintaining a register of flood risk management assets 

and features, 

 Acting as the Sustainable Drainage Systems Approval Body (SAB) for 

new developments (This legislation has been superseded by 

Government’s recent announcement to strengthen the National Planning 

Policy Framework and make Lead Local Flood Authorities a statutory 

consultee to the planning process) 

This paper relates to the statutory duty to develop, maintain, apply and 

monitor the Nottingham Local Flood Risk Management Strategy (hereafter 

referred to as ‘the Strategy’). 

 

2.2 Development of the Local Flood Risk Management Strategy:  
 
2.2.1 The overarching aim of the Strategy is to reduce the impact of flooding on people, 

property and businesses in Nottingham. There are a number of organisations that 
have interests involving or affecting flood risk in the City and many of the flooding 
issues experienced are complex and involve assets that are managed by different 
organisations and individuals. The Strategy has therefore been developed in 
consultation with key organisations, reflecting the complicated nature of flood risk 
management in an urban environment. 



 

 
2.2.2 A stakeholder workshop was held in May 2014 and bought together over 20 

staff representing relevant internal teams and external organisations 

(Nottinghamshire County Council, the Environment Agency, Severn Trent 

Water, Groundwork Greater Nottingham, English Heritage and the 

Nottinghamshire Wildlife Trust). The workshop involved gathering opinions on 

the objectives for flood risk management, identifying and confirming 

opportunities for reducing flood risk to citizens and potential funding sources. 

In addition, members of the public and Ward Councillors have provided 

feedback on specific flooding issues and priorities through regular 

engagement over many years, including attendance of Ward Forums and 

meetings. The Portfolio Holder for Planning and Transportation has been 

consulted throughout the development of the Strategy. The Nottingham and 

Nottinghamshire Strategic Flood Risk Management Board monitored progress 

of the Strategy and were invited to comment on draft versions. The 

information and feedback gathered at the workshops and through 

engagement with the public and Councillors was used to shape the Strategy. 

 

2.2.3 Technical analysis of flood risk information was undertaken to identify the 

areas of the City that are at greatest risk from ‘local’ flood sources, which 

includes minor watercourses, surface water and groundwater. The numerous 

documents that consider different aspects of national and local flood risk were 

also reviewed, including Strategic Flood Risk Assessments, the Surface 

Water Management Plan and the Environment Agency’s National Flood and 

Coastal Erosion Risk Management Strategy. Based on the technical analysis 

and literature review, an Action Plan was developed to identify measures that 

the City Council plans to deliver, subject to funding, to reduce the risk of 

flooding to the communities at greatest risk. Measures listed in the Action Plan 

include structural measures, such as constructing flood storage areas and 

flood defences, as well as non-structural measures, such as watercourse and 

road gully maintenance, community engagement and supporting development 

management activities. The Portfolio Holder has endorsed the proposed 

programme of implementing capital measures in her role representing the City 

Council on the Trent Regional Flood and Coastal Committee. 

 

2.2.4 Under the Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) Directive, the Strategy 

required a Strategic Environmental Assessment. This work was undertaken in 

parallel to ensure that the SEA informed the Strategy and vice versa. The 

purpose of the SEA was to ensure that the impacts of the Strategy would not 

have an adverse environmental impact and, where possible, take 

opportunities to achieve environmental enhancement. 

 

2.3 Public and Statutory Consultations:  
 
2.3.1 Three documents have been produced as part of this Strategy and are included as 

appendices to this report, where necessary 



 

 Nottingham Local Flood Risk Management Strategy (Appendix A) 

 Nottingham Local Flood Risk Management Strategy: Public Summary for 

Consultation (Appendix B) 

 Strategic Environmental Assessment: Environment Report (available 

upon request) 

 

2.3.2 In order to ensure that the Strategy meets the needs of our communities and 

to meet legislative requirements, the above documents were made available 

for public consultation and key stakeholder comment for eight weeks between 

1 December 2014 and 30 January 2015. The consultation was communicated 

using a variety of media, including an article in the Nottingham Arrow, 

communications with community group chairs and Area Committee chairs, 

direct mail drops to approximately 275 citizens and businesses who have 

previously suffered the effects of flooding. The public consultation documents 

were also presented to Overview and Scrutiny Committee to seek feedback. 

 

2.3.3 A total of 34 responses were received from the public consultation exercise. 

Whilst this number is low, the Strategy was developed based on feedback 

received through community engagement on flooding matters over several 

years. Consultation responses raised a variety of pertinent issues that the 

public consider important. Some citizens suggested solutions for areas where 

capital schemes are proposed (subject to funding) and these will be 

considered during the feasibility stages of schemes. Recurring themes 

included the importance of gully maintenance and leaf clearance, 

communications between different Authorities involved in flood risk 

management and supporting citizens who are affected by flooding. The 

feedback received from the public consultation has been incorporated into the 

final version of the Strategy. 

 

2.3.4 The Strategy was presented to Overview and Scrutiny Committee on 4 

February 2015. Queries were raised about partnership working and all 

Officers present, including those from Severn Trent Water and the 

Environment Agency, confirmed that this works well in the City within the 

bounds of each Authorities remit. Councillors raised the importance of 

managing surface water runoff from new development sites in a sustainable 

manner, which is an objective within the Strategy. It was also noted that 

opportunities to remove culverts from watercourses should be sought as this 

will help flood risk and will improve the water environment. A concern was 

raised about the limited response to the public consultation exercise, though it 

was acknowledged that numerous media had been pursued to seek public 

feedback. The Committee encouraged future community engagement on the 

subject of flooding to improve citizen’s understanding of flood risk. The 

Committee resolved to: 

 Request a further meeting in 12 months to report on updates on Strategy 

objectives such as community engagement and asset management; 



 

 Recommend that feedback from the Committee is used in the 

submission to Executive Board and Full Council in February and March 

2015; 

 Recommend a list of useful contacts and responsibilities of key agencies 

in flood risk management be promoted; 

 Recommend that all flood risk management partners should continue to 

meet and engage with members of the public and community groups 

where necessary, to give reassurance around flood risk. 

The final Strategy documents were updated to reflect the feedback received 

through consulting the public, Councillors and key stakeholders. 

 
3 OTHER OPTIONS CONSIDERED IN MAKING RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
3.1 Not producing a Local Flood Risk Management Strategy. This is not a viable 

option because it is a statutory duty for the City Council under the Flood and 

Water Management Act 2010. 

 

4 FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS (INCLUDING VALUE FOR MONEY/VAT) 
 
4.1 The delivery of the Strategy Action Plan is subject to receiving adequate 

funding. During the course of developing the Strategy, central Government 

developed their six year Medium Term Plan (MTP) for investment in flood risk 

management (Flood Defence Grant in Aid (FDGiA)). As part of this process, 

the City Council submitted several bids to Defra, all of which were accepted 

and indicative FDGiA funding has been allocated across the MTP.  

 

4.2 FDGiA is granted on a partnership funding basis and delivery of capital 

schemes is dependent on attracting match funding from other sources. 

Delivery of smaller scale capital schemes in the Action Plan will require 

approximately £70,000 of partnership funding per year to release central 

Government funds that have been allocated. There are also two larger scale 

schemes that would release strategic sites for housing development (the Day 

Brook at Old Basford and the River Leen at Bobbers Mill), which will require 

partnership funding of approximately £1million per scheme to release central 

Government funding. Including these larger scale schemes in the MTP will 

enable flexibility to attract FDGiA for the future regeneration of these 

development sites. Partnership funding sources may include Council capital 

funds, Area Capital, new developments (s106 contributions and New Homes 

Bonus) and Local Enterprise Partnership funding as well as funding from 

relevant partners such as Nottingham City Homes and Severn Trent Water.  

 

4.3 Following the Autumn Statement there have been numerous changes to the 

indicative FDGiA Medium Term Plan due to an increase in the amount of 

funding available nationally. It is anticipated that the final partnership funding 

settlement will be confirmed before the General Election. Due to the changing 

nature of central Government’s Medium Term Plan the figures within this 



 

report should only be used as an indication. It is proposed that a paper is 

presented to a future Executive Board meeting once the MTP has been 

finalised to seek approval for a funding strategy. 

 

4.4 Central Government funding (FDGiA) requires 15% efficiency savings across 

the whole capital programme. In accepting FDGiA funding the City Council will 

be committing to achieve these efficiencies. 

 

4.5 Ongoing maintenance activities are an important aspect of flood risk 

management. Highway drainage is the first line of defence for surface water 

flooding and the continued maintenance of these assets is imperative. The 

management of watercourses is also important as any blockages can result in 

properties flooding. Such activities are funded by budgets held by Highway 

Services and the Strategy outlines the importance of maintaining the level of 

funding. 

 

4.6 Additional revenue activities listed in the Action Plan rely on staff time and will 

be funded by the Defra Area Based Grant, which is allocated to the City 

Council to meet the statutory duties under the Flood and Water Management 

Act 2010. 

 

5 RISK MANAGEMENT ISSUES (INCLUDING LEGAL IMPLICATIONS AND 
CRIME AND DISORDER ACT IMPLICATIONS) 

 
5.1 Delivery of the Strategy Action Plan is subject to funding. The Action Plan has 

been carefully developed to focus on the areas of greatest need and to be 

realistic regarding available funding. This has been made clear in the Strategy 

document and expectations will be managed when engaging with 

communities and Councillors. 

 

5.2 External funding and grants will be subject to specific terms and conditions. In 

accepting the funding the Council will need to satisfy itself that it is able to 

adhere to the terms and conditions. This will be managed on a scheme-by-

scheme basis. 

 

6 SOCIAL VALUE CONSIDERATIONS 
 

6.1 The social disruption caused by floods can adversely impact the quality of life 

of individuals and communities. As well as the physical and health dangers of 

flood waters, the psychological impact of the emergency and aftermath 

causes longer term effects that may be exacerbated by stresses involved with 

being displaced from home, cleaning up, negotiating with insurers and getting 

damage repaired and goods replaced. When the recovery phase is over, there 

may be difficulties caused by living with the ongoing risk, obtaining and paying 

for insurance and the effect on house prices and community cohesion. 

 



 

6.2 Social value is an integral aspect of managing flood risk, as the principle aim 

is to reduce flood risk to citizens and businesses. All proposed measures 

included in the Action Plan aim to meet this principle aim. Where possible, 

flood risk management solutions will seek to deliver secondary benefits, 

including providing amenity space, delivering aesthetic improvements and 

improving the local environment. This multiple benefit approach will help to 

gain value out of flood risk management activities and realise different 

partnership funding opportunities. 

 

7 REGARD TO THE NHS CONSTITUTION 
 

7.1 Not applicable. 

 

8 EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT (EIA) 
 
8.1 The equality impact has been assessed, and the assessment is attached at 

appendix C. 

 

8.2 Due regard has been given to the equality implications identified in the 

attached EIA. 

 

9 LIST OF BACKGROUND PAPERS RELIED UPON IN WRITING THIS REPORT 
(NOT INCLUDING PUBLISHED DOCUMENTS OR CONFIDENTIAL OR EXEMPT 
INFORMATION) 

 
9.1 None. 
 

10 PUBLISHED DOCUMENTS REFERRED TO IN THIS REPORT 
 
10.1 Section 9, Flood and Water Management Act 2010: ‘Local flood risk 

management strategies: England’ 

 

10.2 URS (2014) Nottingham City Council Local Flood Risk Management Strategy 

Strategic Environmental Assessment: Environmental Report 

 

10.3 Local Government Association (2014) Framework to assist the development 

of the Local Strategic for Flood Risk Management 

 

11 OTHER COLLEAGUES WHO HAVE PROVIDED INPUT 
 
11.1 Adisa Djan, Equality and Diversity Consultant, Equality and Community Relations. 

Email: Adisa.Djan@nottinghamcity.gov.uk  
 
11.2 Chris Capewell, Team Leader for Highway Design, Bridges & Drainage, Traffic & 

Safety. Email: Chris.Capewell@nottinghamcity.gov.uk 
 
11.3 Dawn Alvey, Local Development Framework Manager, Policy & Research. Email: 

Dawn.Alvey@nottinghamcity.gov.uk  
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11.4 Gursharan Nijran, North Neighbourhood Development Officer, Locality 

Management. Email: Gursharan.Nijran@nottinghamcity.gov.uk  
 
11.5 James Dymond, Development Manager, Parks & Open Spaces. Email: 

james.dymond@nottinghamcity.gov.uk  
 
11.6 Jenny Maybury, Principal Transport Planner, Transport Strategy. Email: 

jenny.maybury@nottinghamcity.gov.uk  
 
11.7 Kevin Charnley, Highway Maintenance Manager, Highway Services. Email: 

Kevin.Charnley@nottinghamcity.gov.uk  
 
11.8 Pratima Balaghee / Catherine Jew, Carbon Control Officer, Energy Services. 

Email: Pratima.balaghee@nottinghamcity.gov.uk  
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